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Introduction

We are pleased to partner with Colorado Public Works Journal
and provide you with the Fall 2022 issue of THE Road Ahead,
CAPA’s news magazine. The publication is full of information on
our members, our industry and most importantly our product,
asphalt pavement materials. CAPA is laser focused on advancing
the use and quality of asphalt pavements in Colorado. We hope
this publication sparks an idea, a conversation or a follow-up
action that supports you in achieving this mission.

Let us know how we can help in that lofty endeavor!

Welcome to THE Road Ahead!

Thomas Peterson, P.E.
Executive Director,
Colorado Asphalt Pavement Association
tompeterson@co-asphalt.com
(303) 741-6150 x152

This week-long course held at the National Center for Asphalt
Technology (NCAT) at Auburn University is the premier asphalt
training and education course in the United States. The course
focuses on asphalt materials and construction and is being held
February 27 to March 3, 2023. The joint APWA Colorado
Chapter/CAPA Scholarships provide a stipend for travel and
lodging and full tuition covered. For more information or to apply,
visit co-asphalt.com/apwa-capa-scholarships.

CAPA/APWA NCAT Asphalt Technology Scholarships

Nominations due by Friday, 12/2

Tom Peterson

ECONOMICAL

SUSTAINABLE

DURABLE
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR and plan to attend the 50th Annual Rocky Mountain Asphalt
Conference & Equipment Show planned for February 8-9, 2023 at the National Western
Complex in Denver. Golden Anniversary – Fifty Years of Success is the theme for two

action packed days of asphalt related training and one of the largest asphalt trade shows
in the country. Exhibitor/Sponsor/Attendee registration – visit www.rmaces.org

Rocky Mountain Asphalt Conference & Equipment Show
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LOCAL AGENCY NEWS

The Value of Using
Stone Matrix Asphalt
(SMA) on High Traffic
Streets and Roads

Over 5 million tons of stone matrix asphalt (SMA) have been
placed on Colorado roads and highways since 1994. SMA is
often the surface material of choice where a highly durable,
long lasting and skid resistant surface is required, including
Interstate highways, urban arterial roadways, high volume
intersections and bridge decks.

Stone Matrix Asphalt (SMA) is a tough, stable, rut-resistant
mixture. The SMA design concept relies on stone-on-stone
gap-graded aggregate to provide strength with a PG 76-28
polymer modified binder to provide durability. Rut resistance
relies on aggregate properties rather than asphalt binder
properties. Therefore, SMA is almost exclusively used for
surface courses on high volume interstates and U.S. roads.

Because SMA
mixes have a high
asphalt binder
content, as the
mix sits in the
HMA storage silos,
transport trucks,
and after it is
placed, the asphalt
binder has a
tendency to drain

off the aggregate – a phenomenon known as “mix drain-
down.” Mix draindown is typically combated by adding
cellulose or mineral fibers to keep the asphalt binder in place.

SMA in Colorado is produced and
generally available from May 1st thru
Oct 31st. The availability of SMA is
highly dependent on the production
of PG 76-28 polymer modified binder,
which is usually only produced in
Colorado from May thru October.

SMA Construction Season
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LOCAL AGENCY NEWS

Although water does not drain through SMA, its surface
texture is similar to that of open-graded friction course
(OGFC). Therefore, SMA surface has high frictional resistance,
which provides improved safety to motoring public when
traveling on wet pavements.

CDOT, E470 and the NW Parkway each use SMA for surfac-
ing across their urban corridors. Local Agencies have also
been successfully placing SMA on arterial roads since 2002.
The list of Front Range municipalities that have used SMA
continues to grow. The list now includes Aurora, Denver,
Lakewood, Commerce City and most recently Westminster,
Parker, Jefferson County and Castle Rock.

SMA does have a higher price per ton verses traditional
dense graded asphalt, however, local agencies are seeing a
significant return on their investment through increased per-
formance life. The City of Aurora has been using SMA along
their major arterial roads since 2002 and has placed almost

700,000 tons to date. All of Aurora’s projects have utilized the
mill and fill process, varying from 2-inch to 3.5-inch in depth.
“Aurora has seen and documented a 60% extended life of our
pavements wearing course utilizing this technology and our
plan is to continue the use of SMA on the Aurora arterial
network (Aurora Streets Division).”

Frank Castillo

CAPA: Tell us about this project on Loop Road for the
Town of Castle Rock.
FC: “Loop Road is one of our major arterials. This is a
very busy street for our residents and ongoing commer-
cial projects. We choose to place a ¾” SMA material
because of its rut resistance and structural performance.
We’re really looking forward to this, it looks great going
down, I’m very pleased with the product and can’t wait
to see how it performs.”

CAPA: What are your plans for future use of SMA?
FC: “We think it’s a great product. We’ll monitor it to see
how it wears and probably use it again in the future.”

CAPA: We’re seeing more and more local agencies along
the Front Range using SMA and implementing it into their
Street Improvement and Capitol Project Programs. What
is your guidance to others who have never tried it?
FC: “It’s been a great choice for the Town as a surface lift
for this higher volume road. It’s a great strategy to use
when needed. We are planning to submit this project for
a ‘Best in Colorado’ award this year…and hopefully win!”
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Project Completed in Record 10 Day Round the Clock Construction

Durango – La Plata County Airport
Runway Rehabilitation

During a 10-day complete shutdown of the Durango - La Plata
County Airport (DRO) in Durango, Colorado, Four Corners Ma-
terials teamed with sister CRH companies, United Companies
and APC Southern, to complete a $12.7 Million re-surfacing
project of the runway and adjacent taxi connectors.

From midnight on the 6th of September to midnight of Sep-
tember 16th , approximately 150 people comprised of CRH
Oldcastle SW Group employees, electrical, striping, survey,
milling, and trucking sub-contractors, worked 24 hours a day
to complete a 3” mill and re-surface of a 150- foot wide by
9200-foot- long runway and 7 taxi connectors, including

crack filling, electrical work and temporary striping.

Durango-La Plata County Airport typically sees a steady flow
of airplanes coming and going during daytime operations,
including private planes and commercial jets. But as of late,
all the activity has stayed on the ground, where a small army
of road crews worked around the clock to repave the
1.75-mile runway.

On Thursday September 7, an asphalt milling machine moved
slowly along the length of the runway, which is 150-feet wide,
removing old asphalt while about 40 trucks hauled it away.
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DRO has paused all flights during construction, including
cargo, aerial firefighting, emergency medical and military
flights.

Director of Aviation Tony Vicari said airport runway
maintenance generally happens once every 10 years.

The total milled surface area was approximately 182,000
square yards. Western Milling of Grand Junction performed
the milling using two milling machines and three crews. A total
station survey guided system was used for precision milling to
ensure a 3” asphalt surface course. Two paving crews from
Four Corners Materials and APC Southern Construction
Company paved 24 hours per day for 5 days to complete the
runway portion of the project. The crews worked in succes-
sion of each other, each pulling one 15’ wide by 9200 feet
long pass per shift. Approximately 5600 tons per day were
placed between the two crews for a total of 28,000 tons in five
days. After completion of the runway, the two crews worked
in unison to complete the 7 connectors in a 3- day period.
Survey personnel from United Companies provided GPS mm
paver support to ensure the proper thickness and grade.

A 300 ton per hour mobile asphalt plant was erected on-site.
The plant ran 24 hours per day for the 5 days of runway
paving. HF Sinclair provided 10 loads per day for 5 days of
70-28+ asphalt cement to keep up with the demand.

The project also included mill and paving of a portion of the
Commercial Apron which was also completed during the
10- day shutdown using a third paving crew. A complete
re-construct of two portions of the main taxiway was also
performed prior to and after the shutdown. A total of 38,000
tons of asphalt were placed on the project.

This project took months of pre-planning to coordinate all the
necessary crews and sub-contractors. Three milling crews,
three mill support crews, three crack seal crews, three paving
crews, two joint trim crews, two asphalt plant crews, four sur-
vey crews, two QC crews, 40+ trucks and drivers, electrical
crews and striping crews. The project Engineer and QA were
well staffed to keep up with the demand of the project.

Key members of the team included:
• Durango Airport Management
• Dibble Engineering
• SEH Inc.
• Terracon
• Four Corners Materials
• APC Southern
• United Companies

Special thanks to Paul Appel, Jim MacDonald and their teams
as well as Tyler Brown, Staff Writer, and Jerry McBride of the
Durango Herald for the information contained in this article.

"This runway has not been signifi-
cantly rehabbed in over 15 years:'
he said Thursday. "The asphalt
sections on runways are heavily
engineered to be able to withstand
a lot of landed weight”

The only potential for delay in the
project would be if weather forces
a work stoppage or if there is an
equipment malfunction. DRO and
Four Corners Materials have also
built redundancy into the project,
including an on-site asphalt plant
so potential obstacles that emerge
do not jeopardize the timeline.
“Very fun to work on an impactful
project and have a really good
team between airport staff, our
contractor and then our primary
engineering group,”; said Airport
Director of Aviation Tony Vicari.

Airport Director
of Aviation Tony Vicari
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ASPHALT & THE ENVIRONMENT

Environmental Product
Declarations (EPDs)

What are Environmental Product Declarations?
An Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) is a Type III Envi-
ronmental Label as defined in ISO Standard 14025:2006, En-
vironmental Labels and Declarations. EPDs communicate the
environmental impacts of a product or service using Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA). The process used to develop an
EPD ensures consistent data collection, analysis and report-
ing requirements, supported by third party verification. This
ensures the reliability of the information communicated
through an EPD.

EPDs report the CO2 Equivalent (kg) generated by producing
1 ton of asphalt impacting Global Warming Potential (GWP).

Environmental Product Declarations in Colorado?
Colorado passed House Bill 21-1303 Global Warming Poten-
tial for Public Project Materials and the Governor signed it into
law earlier this year. CDOT (for transportation projects) and
the Office of the State Architect (for building projects) will be
establishing policy to develop Environmental Product Declara-
tions for a number of construction products including asphalt
and asphalt mixtures for. They will have a 2-3 year study and
developmental period and then required starting in January,
2024 (OSA) and January 2025 (CDOT).

CDOT categories include Bid Items 403 (Hot Mix Asphalt /
Stone Matrix Asphalt) and Item 411 (paid separately, it shall
be in the 403 EPD submittal). EPD submittal requirements

shall be required for those projects that include the Standard
Special Provision – Revision of Sections 101 and 106 – Mate-
rials Environmental Product Declarations. A project cost limit
threshold of $3 Million, based on the Engineer's Estimate of
bid items/quantities for which the Contractor submits a bid.
The $3 Million threshold limit is not to include Construction
Engineering (CE) and Indirect Costs, nor is it to include Force
Account (FA) items. The $3 Million project threshold will be
used for the initial EPD collection effort and may be revised in
the future to include projects with a smaller engineer estimate
bid item total.

How do I create an Environmental Product Declaration?
The National Asphalt Pavement Association has created the
Emerald Eco-Label Tool (web-based software) to provide
comprehensive, credible, and comparable environmental data
to end users (engineers, specifiers, users, and producers) that
can be used in future pavement EPDs. Emerald Eco-label
program standardizes industry specific LCA assumptions,
allowing for credible and transparent reporting.

The Colorado Asphalt Pavement Association has also created
an EPD workgroup to provide support and resources to the
Industry.

Contact Mike Skinner (mikeskinner@co-asphalt.com), CAPA’s
Director of Engineering for more information.
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ROAD BUILDING SUCCESSROAD BUILDING SUCCESS

MILLING MACHINES DESIGNED  
FOR TOP PERFORMANCE

The demands on our roads are constantly on the rise. Wirtgen’s innovative 
and modern milling technology plays  an important part in ensuring 

cost-e�cient rehabilitation of roads without burdening the environment. 

TOP-CLASS PAVERS:  
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

O�ering �ve paver classes from mini to highway class maximizes clarity, 
giving you the assurance you need to perfectly meet all challenges in 

road construction with the optimum paver.

ECONOMICAL AND EFFECTIVE
COMPACTORS

The compactor’s job is to produce a high-load bearing capacity. Hamm 
compactors achieve this through maximum productivity and quality, 

combined with low consumption and comfortable operation.

MACHINE INSPECTION   
& REBUILD PROGRAM

Now is the perfect opportunity to get your 
Wirtgen Group equipment ready for the 

upcoming season and help prevent downtime.

10% OFF
PARTS ORDERS*

DURING AN INSPECTION

*10%  o� parts orders valid only for qualifying inspections. Hamm products require a minimum spend of $1,500 in parts and Wirtgen, Vogele, and Kleemann products require 
a minimum spend of $15,000 in parts to qualify. The program runs October 1, 2022 through February 28, 2023. 
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CAPA Welcomes 15 New Members in 2022!
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LabCAT –
Celebrating 25 Years of Asphalt Certification

2022 marked the 25th Year of operation for the Laboratory
for Certified Asphalt Technicians (LabCAT) and an anniversary
celebration was held on July 22. It was great to see many
friends and those who have had a role in the success of the
program. LabCAT is truly a program to celebrate, and we are
so very proud of our partnership with CDOT and all the people
involved including Program Manager/Instructor Tom Clayton,
Instructor Cindy Rutkoski, Training Coordinator Diane
Hammond, and all the proctors, committee members, etc.
Consider the following:

• CAPA is one of only three asphalt industry trade organiza-
tions that administer the state required certification program
(Texas and Oregon being the others).

• We have
surpassed the
5,000 certified
technician and
over 600
technicians and
inspectors will
be certified in
2022.

• Over 95% of
the attendees
evaluate the
benefit of the
certification and
the quality of
the program
as either Good
or Excellent.

• We are completing our 5th 5-year agreement with CDOT
and the partnership has expanded to include ACEC, CAGE,
FHWA, CARSE, CSU Construction Management, APWA
Colorado chapter and others as stakeholders.

Here’s to another 25 years of advancing the use and quality
of asphalt pavements through a high-quality technician and
inspector certification program - LabCAT!
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January 10, 2023 – Asphalt Industry Outlook, Market
Analysis, & Forecast: Tom Peterson, Mike Skinner, CAPA

January 26, 2023 – The Use and Success of Asphalt Per-
petual Pavements: Dave Gent, Executive Director, Washing-
ton Asphalt Pavement Association

February 23, 2023 – The Use of Stone Matrix Asphalt
(SMA) for City/County Streets and Roads: Mike Skinner
and Tom Clayton

March 16, 2023 – Warm Mix Asphalt/Workability Mix Ad-
ditive – Update on Use and Acceptance: Matt Elam, Jeff
Weitzel, Tyler Francis

April 13, 2023 – Understanding Asphalt Pavement
Construction and Getting Density

May 11, 2023 – The Fundamentals of Proper Asphalt
Sampling and Testing

June 8, 2023 – Environmental Product Declarations (EPD)
– Use and Implementation: Mike Skinner, Dylan Hullinger,
Joseph Shacat

July 20, 2023 – Understanding Mat Defects: Todd Mansell,
Caterpillar Equipment

August 3, 2023 – Best Practices & New Developments
in Asphalt Specifications: Tom Clayton & Mike Skinner

September 28, 2023 – Associate & Affiliate Member –
Product & Service Spotlight

October 5, 2023 – Parking Lot Design & Construction:
Mike Skinner, CAPA

October 26, 2023 – Breathing Easy with Asphalt
Production Facilities: Theresa Lopez, Tetra Tech

Register today at www.co-asphalt.com/webinars-and-
sponsors *schedule is tentative and subject to change
with additional sessions

2023 RMAEC Webinar Schedule*

A NAME YOU
CAN TRUST
As a construction and engineering leader, Kiewit — through its
operating companies — brings a wealth of diverse resources and
a track record for delivering the highest quality results on budget
and on schedule. Kiewit’s size and experience provides the stability,
predictability and know-how our clients and partners expect — and
the flexibility and overall best value they deserve. | KIEWIT.COM
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ASPHALT AROUND THE STATE
INDUSTRY NEWS

In late August, Mike Skinner, CAPA's Director of Engineering,
spent two weeks driving almost 3,000 miles around the west-
ern half of Colorado, from Walden to Cortez and Rangely to
Alamosa (and almost everywhere in between) visiting western
slope CDOT paving projects.

My first observation from my travels…we are all lucky to live in
such a beautiful state. Colorado is truly impressive with our
high deserts, rolling grasslands, red rock canyons and Rocky
Mountains. Out of state tourists spend thousands of dollars
to vacation here to experience what we have right in our own
backyard, so take advantage of what we have.

My second observation…Colorado’s asphalt paving industry’s
commitment and dedication to quality construction is impressive.
I visited projects at airports and State Highways, back country
county roads for surface mining and Colorado Scenic Byways
and they all had a common theme…commitment to quality.

Driving the state highways across CDOT Region 5 (Southwest
Colorado) you’re reminded how smooth and quiet the roads are,
that’s no coincidence. Region 5 is a perennial winner for CDOT’s
smoothness award and our Industry contractors that pave in

Region 5 are proud of that.

However, each year CDOT
has several remote paving
projects across the state
that pose their own set of
challenges for project deliv-
ery. The Asphalt Paving
Industry of Colorado has
approximately 65 asphalt
material facilities in 42
counites, plus an additional
5 to 7 portable plants to
mobilize for remote projects.

It’s those portable plants and
associated operations that
our industry mobilizes for
remote rural work that pose
additional challenges verses
typical paving in urban
corridors, including;

Quality in Asphalt Construction - Remote
Paving Around Colorado

“Remote paving projects
have their own unique chal-
lenges…paving impacts be-
come even more
exaggerated due to the re-
moteness and distances typi-
cally associated with these
types of projects. One ex-
ample is the impact of
weather. Earlier this season
we had significant wet
weather which delayed our
project for a time. Unfortu-
nately, we couldn’t send the
crew to work on another
project during the delay be-
cause we were so far out, so
we just had to wait it out and
potentially impact our final
completion date.”

Kyle Rademacher
SIMON Project Manager

Liam Fuqua,
SIMON
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• Supply Chain Logistics In the last few years, all paving
projects have been impacted by supply chain issues, but re-
mote projects even more. For example, reduced volume of
available trucking for transport of aggregates, liquid asphalt
and plant mixed asphalt will all impacts daily production
totals further impacting the overall project schedule.

• Workforce Remote projects typically require paving crews
to mobilize to the project and live on-site during the duration
or work in desolate and isolated areas. Developing, training
and retaining a quality crew is difficult…maintaining a
remote paving crew is even more so.

• Scope Change Remote projects are inherently located in
parts of the state that do not receive much traffic and are
generally difficult to reach. It is also common for these rural
roads to be under designed and have aged well past their
service life. Its not uncommon once a paving crew arrives
on site to discover conditions that were not incorporated
into the rehabilitation plans and contract, hence requiring
contract modifications impacting project delivery.

Successful paving of remote projects doesn’t happen by
accident, proper planning and efficient execution are key to

long-lasting roadways. Most people who work on a road crew
know that there's a lot more to building a long-lasting, quality
roadway than just putting some hot rocks on the ground and
compacting them. Time and energy in project planning, mix
design and machine maintenance are all spent in order to
achieve the desirable end result: a smooth pavement that will
stand up to the test of time and the view of the traveling public.
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Colorado “Paving in Action” 2022
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Colorado “Paving in Action” 2022
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CDOT UPDATE

CDOT Region 1:
A Visit with Jessica Myklebust,
RTD (Regional Transportation Director)

Tell us about Yourself.
I’m a Colorado native, from Arvada.
I grew up watching the Denver area
grow and our transportation system
evolve. I have a Bachelor of Science
degree in environmental science
from CU Denver and a Master of En-
vironmental Policy and Management
from DU. I spent the first 17 years of
my career on the private side with
an engineering consulting firm.
CDOT was a core client and I
worked closely on a number of key
projects including the 550/160 inter-
change in southwestern Colorado,
which is currently under construc-
tion. My 5 years with CDOT have
flown by and I have gone from being
the Region 1 Environmental Man-
ager, to Deputy Regional Trans-
portation Director and now the
Region 1 RTD.

What do you see as the greatest
challenges in Region 1?
Region 1 is very diverse. It stretches
from the eastern plains, through the
metro Denver area, and up into the
mountains. It has the most lane
miles of any region and the largest
population. We serve a very diverse
public with a wide array of stake-
holders and partners. Key chal-
lenges include ensuring success
implementing the 10 Year Plan,
being creative moving priority
projects forward like the I-70 Floyd
Hill, and recognizing that projects,
including small noise walls or resur-
facing projects, have a huge impact
on the public.

Please comment on
your priority areas.
Safety will always be a top priority.
Anytime we can work together on
safety we will. Our environmental
focus needs to be on benchmarking
and baselining where we currently
are and then striving for improve-
ments. As a leader, I want to make
sure our staff have the resources
to do well. If they have the right
resources, they can be happy,
productive and be engaged and
enthusiastic.

Any comments for the
CAPA membership?
We appreciate our partnership with
the asphalt industry and the work
we do together to build safe, high
quality projects. Hopefully, I can help
celebrate a Region 1 award winner
at the CAPA Awards Dinner in
February.

WWW.CO-ASPHALT.COM

CDOT Region 1 - Fast Facts

• Denver to the I-70 Eisenhower/
Johnson Memorial Tunnel.

• Nine counties and 60 local agen-
cies, an area of 2.9 million people,
half of Colorados population.

• 4,100 lane miles, 912 bridges,
10,000 culverts, and over 2.5

million feet of guardrail.

• Plows nearly one million miles
of snow a year

• In the Ten-Year Plan, $582 million
is identified for region 1 projects

for FY 22-26
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Workforce Development –
Promoting Career Opportunities
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The Asphalt Industry: It’s Not Just a Job, it’s a CAREER!!
In the Fall edition of the Colorado Public
Works Journal there was a special sup-
plement issue of Careers in Construction
that highlighted many of the varied roles
that serve the construction industry, in-
cluding trades, apprenticeships, intern-
ship opportunities and more. The
supplement addressed the compensa-
tion for workers at various positions.
While this was a broad-based snapshot
of the entire construction industry, we are
more focused on the Asphalt industry.

Moving directly from High school to a
trade is rarely discussed in schools as
an alternative to college. Trade jobs offer
great career potential, providing good
pay, stability, and a welcoming culture.
We are looking for entry-level, mid-ca-
reer, and seasoned professionals to join
the industry and with on-the-job training
there are numerous opportunities avail-
able throughout the United States. Sup-
port your family, stay physically fit, and
join our diverse workforce that building
the roads that connect America.

The asphalt industry needs skilled workers
and provides its workers with advance-
ment pathways and opportunities to grow.

• 91% of contractors are looking to hire
new employees

• Women make up 9.9 percent of the
construction workforce, yet construc-
tion is an industry close to gender pay
parity, with women making 99.1% of
what men make. (Nationally women
earn on average 81.1%).

• Start a good career without the bur-
den of college debt. With on-the-job
training, workers can earn while they
learn, and quickly gain the financial in-
dependence to start living the lifestyle
they want.

The information contained within the
CAPA website (https://www.co-
asphalt.com/career-center), developed
by the National Asphalt Pavement Asso-

ciation, outlines the various career paths
available and is a resource for job seekers
who are not familiar with all the opportuni-
ties available in the asphalt industry.
One example of a potential starting

point would be an Entry-Level Career.
Looking for an exciting new career
path? Look toward the asphalt pave-
ment industry, to start we have several
positions where attitude and attendance
are the key tools to success. Requiring
little to no training and experience these
opportunities are ready for any candi-
date today. See how you can contribute
and join the industry.

This information may be useful for par-
ents’ teachers, counselors and high
school students looking for alternative
career paths to the traditional four-year
university program. We hope that with
the informational and pass along factor
this issue will reach far and wide across
the state of Colorado well into Giving
students more scope of what is avail-
able to 2023 them outside of conven-
tional options. Allowing young talent to
learn from seasoned professionals to
give them a rewarding and financially
secure career.
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AROUND THE ASPHALT INDUSTRY
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Asphalt Industry
Benefits from
Increasing WMA Use

Attitudes toward warm-mix asphalt (WMA) technologies available to mix
producers have improved in recent years. Since the original article from
which this piece is derived ran in July 2019, DOTs and producers have
found value in reducing temperatures for both fuel cost and emissions
reductions, which is good news for the latest initiative from the National
Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA), titled “The Road Forward.”

Whether the plant uses a mechanical foaming process or a chemical or
plant-based additive to produce WMA mixes, the end goal for producing
a WMA pavement mix can be multifaceted. The asphalt industry has, as
a collective, learned of multiple benefits of producing and placing WMA.

According to the Federal Highway Administration’s Every Day Counts
program, the production temperature reduction is 30-120_F below tradi-
tional HMA. According to the Construction Innovation Forum NOVA
Award official video presentation, the reduction is 30-75_F below tradi-
tional HMA. Either way, Producers are seeing decreased fuel consump-
tion and reduced emissions with reduced production temperatures.
Paving crews are seeing reduced fume at the job site with reduced mix
temperatures. State DOTs are seeing fit to include incentives for innova-

tions—such as the use of various WMA additives—to enhance a bal-
anced mix design (BMD). With all of the technological advancements in
materials and methodologies, CDOT only uses WMA in approximately
15% of their tonnage placed to date.

“A recent trend in WMA additive technology is the rollout of products that
offer secondary features such as compatibility with a wider range of as-
phalt modifiers, and features related to improving plant and paving crew
comfort and safety by reducing odors and the health hazards associated
with the additives themselves,” Ivann Harnish said, the commercial direc-
tor for Road Science®, a division of ArrMaz, located in Tulsa, Oklahoma.

That trend has not only continued since 2019 but ramped up. Odor
suppressants join the rejuvenators and anti-stripping agents on the mar-
ket, and original equipment manufacturers have fashioned componentry
to make adding these elements easier on the producer.

Lance Brooks, sales manager at Ingevity, North Charleston, South Car-
olina explained: “In general, DOTs and agencies test for rutting, cracking
and moisture resistance in their pavements. During the construction
process, consistent compaction (density) is critical for contractors. An
additive like Ingevity’s Evotherm allows agencies and contractors the
ability to achieve these goals while seeing the added benefits of the
lowest temperatures, ease of use, and proven performance.”

Brooks reflected on the past and the future of WMA: “Over the last 15
years, we have seen an increase in the adoption of WMA by agencies,
as well as increased contractor usage of the technology. It is exciting to
see WMA enable contractors and agencies to achieve their goals.”

By Sandy Lender
Editor AsphaltPro Magazine
Originally published in Asphalt Pro Magazine (July 2019)
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WOMEN OF ASPHALT
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The Women of Asphalt, Colorado held their 2nd Annual Golf Outing in May,
sponsored by DACS, to benefit the Training Academy. It was a very suc-
cessful day with more than 120 players, 25 volunteers, a fun day with great
weather, networking, comradery, lunch and a great silent auction. The event
was chaired by Tammy Buck and Jo Taylor with great assistance from the
other members of the W of A- C golf committee. Thank you to all if the play-
ers and 23 sponsors who made this a great success.

Next Year is already in the planning for Friday May 12, 2023.

On September 29, 2022, The Women of Asphalt Colorado
Brach had a great display and exhibit at Transportation and
Construction Girl, Jefferson County Fairgrounds. They were
exposing the young women to what our industry has to offer
for them in the future. They were demonstration the use of
density testing gauges, Nuclear (without sources) and the
newer non nuc gauges, Splitting samples and had a display
of how Asphalt is made. There were more than 1500 young
women at the event.

November 17, 2022
Virtual, Topic to be determined

December 15, 2022
Christmas Party hosted at
the Rocky Mountain Asphalt
Education Center 6:00pm

May 12, 2023
Women of Asphalt Golf Tournament
This is already in the planning for

Friday May 12, 2023.

C O L O R A D O

To get involved with the Women of Asphalt please contact:
Nicki Upright (North Colorado) 970 302 4059, Tammy Buck (Denver Metro Area) 303 358 4185, Natalie Ulven (South Colorado)
719 355 0150, Jo Taylor (Denver Metro Area) 720 360 6737, Nicki Upright - (West Colorado) 970 302 4059

On Thursday Evening Au-
gust 18, the Colorado
Branch had their annual
summer picnic at Clement
Park in South Jefferson
County. There was food and
fellowship for all in atten-
dance. They had a great
turnout and are already
planning on the 2023 picnic.

Colorado Women of Asphalt
Branch Continue to Roll Forward!!

Colorado Branch held Summer
Picnic a big success!

Women of Asphalt have great
presence at the 2022 "Transporta-
tion & Construction Girl Day"

Upcoming Events for
the Colorado Branch:
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There’s nothing common about the rental business. Luckily, the CatRentalStore.com customer portal is built 
with this in mind. Rent whatever you need from people who do whatever it takes. Are you ready to get started? 
Register for an account today!

Transfer equipment 
between job sites to keep 
tasks running smoothly

Request on-site service to 
avoid costly downtime

Locate your Wagner Rents 
branch to communicate 
through the messaging 

feature

VisitWagnerRents.com Scan the QR code with your phone
for more information and to
register.
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CAPA Cup Golf Tournament/Fundraiser – Grand Success!!
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The 31st Annual CAPA Cup Golf Tourna-
ment & Scholarship Fund Raiser was a
wonderful succuss. 216 golfers enjoyed a
day on the links at the Fox Hollow Golf
Course in Lakewood. It was a beautiful day
and we raised over $10,000 for the joint
CAPA/APWAColorado Chapter/NCAT As-
phalt technology Scholarship Program at
NCAT (Auburn University).

We Thank Our Sponsors!!

We thank all of our sponsors including
NEW Title Sponsor, Holmes Murphy. It
was a cold start to the day with clouds
and cool temperatures. The sun came
out and everybody had a great time. The
round of golf was followed by a BBQ
Awards Luncheon.

Congratulations to the Tournament

Winners (ABOVE) The GRC Consulting
Team of Jerry Carson, Kari Coover, Joe
Carson, Chris Berman (L-R). The second
flight winners were the team from Power
Motive Corp and the third flight was won
by a team from Martin Marietta Southern.

The individual contest holes winners were;
Longest Drive Women Kari Coover and
Michelle Jensen, Long Drive Men: Drew
Vance and James Soola, Longest Putt:
Guy Serfoss and Cody Vance, Closest to
the pin: Paul Bleidt and Doug Jones.
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Title Sponsor:

Fox Hollow Golf Club
Lakewood, CO
Friday September 16th 2022

CAPA Cup Golf Tournament/Fundraiser – Grand Success!!

A Fun Time was had
by All for a VERY
Good Cause




